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The Declaration on Patent Protection is a welcome addition to the Max Planck Institute’s work on the flexibilities available under the TRIPS Agreement. Like the previously published Copyright Declaration, it improves on the World Trade Organization’s interpretations of the open-ended, three-part exceptions provisions of the TRIPS Agreement. Furthermore, it attempts to clarify the other regulatory options that are retained under TRIPS. Here, we contend, the Declaration makes three mistakes. First, its aggressive interpretations of certain provisions undermine its credibility, making it a less useful resource than a document prepared by such notable scholars might be. Second, the options, if adopted in toto, would significantly undermine incentives to invent. Yet the Declaration does not provide guidance on which options a state that is intent on encouraging innovation should adopt. Third, the Declaration’s focus on the provisions in TRIPS that maintain sovereign regulatory authority misses the Agreement’s failure to coordinate the global innovation enterprise. We argue that two dramatic revisions to TRIPS—a change in the term of patent protection and a rule on international exhaustion—would provide countries with more freedom to experiment with the flexibilities correctly identified by the Declaration. These changes would also ensure that each country contributes a proportionate share to the costs of global innovation. And they might also lead nations to entertain the idea of abandoning some of the flexibilities in order to provide better incentives to their domestic technology sector.
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Publication of the Declaration on Patent Protection: Regulatory Sovereignty under TRIPS was a highly welcome event. The Max Planck Institute for Innovation and Competition had previously issued a copyright declaration—Declaration on a Balanced Interpretation of the “Three-Step Test” in Copyright Law. Written in the aftermath of two decisions by the Dispute Settlement Board (DSB) of the World Trade Organization (WTO) interpreting the three-part exceptions provisions of the TRIPS Agreement, the US-Section 110(5) decision on copyright and the Canada-Pharmaceuticals decision on patents, Balanced Interpretation rightly criticized the 110(5) decision for its narrow view of available flexibilities. As important, it suggested a new approach to the copyright exceptions test, one that would give member states more power to respond to the needs of local creators and their audiences. In so doing, however, the Copyright Declaration conveyed a negative pregnant: by taking on only the 110(5) decision, the Institute could be perceived as approving the way the Canada-Pharmaceuticals Panel interpreted the analogous patent provision. The Declaration on Patent Protection corrects the problem, for it nicely transposes the critique of the copyright decision into the patent context.

The new Declaration also goes much further. It not only interprets the open-ended provision on exceptions to patent rights, it also “seeks to clarify some of the regulatory options states still retain under international law.” This too is an important development. As César Rodríguez-Garavito and Rochelle Dreyfuss
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found in their study of the impact of international intellectual property obligations on access to medicines in Latin America, many countries lack a firm understanding of how flexibly TRIPS can be read.9 The Declaration could help such nations find TRIPS-compatible ways to accommodate their interests in lowering the cost of, and increasing access to, the fruits of technological innovation. The Declaration could also be viewed as the first step in developing an international acquis on intellectual property—something that Dreyfuss and Graeme Dinwoodie have argued is crucial to providing nations implementing these flexibilities with the grounding necessary to withstand attacks on their laws, be it in WTO dispute settlement, in later rounds of TRIPS negotiations, or through proposals for so-called “TRIPS-plus” obligations in subsequent bilateral and regional free trade agreements.10

Unfortunately, “could” is the operative word here. As we elaborate further below, the Declaration pushes the limits of TRIPS flexibilities so far, it loses credibility. As a result, countries following even its valid advice may not be able to use the Declaration effectively as a shield to later challenges. More critically, while the Declaration claims to provide a menu of “latitudes,”11 it fails to include a basis for picking and choosing among them. The implication is that a country could—should—make use of them all. Combining all these minimalist provisions would, however, create a legal regime as bad for development as the maximalist notions championed by TRIPS-plus proponents. In a way, the two groups make opposing mistakes. Whereas advocates for strong international obligations tend to over-estimate the extent to which developing countries can benefit from laws that promote innovation, the minimalist view does the opposite: it under-estimates the inventive capacity of developing countries. In the name of promoting access, it suggests that countries divest themselves of a core mechanism for incentivizing local innovation and promoting the investment necessary to facilitate it. What many developing countries actually need is a set of incentives that would encourage the local population to innovate for itself immediately and move toward the technological frontier over time. In addition to clarifying the options countries have to minimize protection, it would therefore be useful for the Declaration to provide these countries with guidance on how to combine options in a manner that would genuinely “maintain a proper balance between the need for protection of knowledge goods in global markets . . . and public interest goals.”12
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Once it is accepted that the goal for developing countries is not merely to gain access to foreign invention but to become innovative themselves, the question arises whether existing flexibilities offer the best options. To be sure, the Declaration does not purport to “think outside the box,” but it does imply that the best way to deal with the heterogeneity among WTO members is to capitalize on their sovereign authority. However, as Esteban Donoso has previously argued, the real problem with TRIPS is insufficient coordination.13 There is currently no mechanism that ensures that every country contributes a proportionate amount to the cost of developing the products from which it derives benefits.14 Nor is there a way for developed countries to prevent any products made available at lower prices in developing countries from finding their way to world markets and depressing global returns.15 As we will show, a better approach would be to allow states to alter the patent term to reflect their capacity to pay patent prices and to bar WTO members from recognizing a doctrine of international exhaustion (or, at least, limiting their options for considering right holder interests to be exhausted).16 The first step, if accompanied by a reduction in the use of many of the flexibilities minimalists suggest, would increase local incentives to innovate. At the same time, they would guarantee a fair return to all patent holders. By preventing policy spillovers, the second step would diminish the pressure to adopt TRIPS-plus obligations. As important, it would permit differential pricing and reduce global deadweight loss.

This Article proceeds as follows. Part I provides examples of provisions in the Declaration that we believe exceed the flexibilities available in the TRIPS Agreement and thus cast doubt on its own integrity. Part II shows how countries could misunderstand the options set out in the Declaration and deprive their citizens of the incentives they need to meet even local innovation needs. Part III discusses Donoso’s novel proposals for better coordinating the global innovation enterprise.
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16. Currently, the TRIPS Agreement obliges all member states to protect inventions for twenty years. TRIPS Agreement, supra note 3, art. 33. Apart from national treatment and most favoured nation concerns, it is agnostic on international exhaustion. Id. art. 6. Not surprisingly, the Declaration encourages countries to make more use of the latitude provided by Article 6. MAX PLANCK DECLARATION, supra note 1, § 5.1 at 14.
I. INTERPRETIVE PROBLEMS

The Patent Declaration demonstrates the many ways in which a country can interpret the TRIPS Agreement to tailor its law to domestic conditions. We do not quarrel with the bulk of the recommendations. Countries have already implemented many of them and have done so to good effect. For example, the Declaration points out, “States have latitude to define what constitutes patentable inventions.” India has most famously used this option in § 3(d) of its Patent Act, which provides that the following is not eligible for protection:

[T]he mere discovery of a new form of a known substance which does not result in the enhancement of the known efficacy of that substance or the mere discovery of any new property or new use for a known substance or of the mere use of a known process, machine or apparatus unless such known process results in a new product or employs at least one new reactant.18

The statute has worked well for India: because it does not allow patent holders to protect minor variations of a product whose patent is about to expire and then use the patent on the variation to bar access to the version that was originally marketed, the bar on patents for incremental innovation minimizes evergreening—the practice of extending the effective life of drugs by successively patenting minor variants of them.19 The provision has also meant that India’s highly developed generic drug industries can continue to make medicines like Novartis’s Gleevec, a treatment for leukemia that was developed from a known pharmaceutical formulation, available at low prices.20

Should a country (such as Switzerland, home of Novartis) challenge § 3(d), the Declaration could be extremely helpful.21 Clearly, countries cannot consider all advances non-inventive or too obvious to be considered patentable. Accordingly, a DSB Panel confronting such a case would be required to draw a line between those advances that a country could, consistent with TRIPS, decide are not suitable for protection and those to which it must award patents.22 As Dinwoodie and Dreyfuss
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suggest, the Panel may well approach the line-drawing problem by canvassing what other jurisdictions have done, and defer to India in the absence of consensus.\textsuperscript{23} Unfortunately for India, however, there are many countries where drugs like Gleevec—new forms of old molecules—are protectable if they display (as Gleevec did) greater bioavailability or other improved properties.\textsuperscript{24} In such a case, the Declaration’s notion of latitude and its differentiation between discoveries and inventions\textsuperscript{25} could act as a tiebreaker. The Declaration is, after all, the considered opinion of an impressive array of specialists in intellectual property, competition, and international law, drawn from around the world. It was compiled over a period of several years, and in light of the TRIPS cases that had been decided up to its publication date.\textsuperscript{26} Given that the WTO adjudicators picked to hear such a challenge would not necessarily include anyone with a background in patent law, the Declaration could be extraordinarily helpful to the Panel (and to India). Additionally, the Declaration could become invaluable as investor-state dispute (ISDS) cases proliferate in the intellectual property arena.\textsuperscript{27} As Joost Pauwelyn demonstrated, the arbitrators in these disputes are drawn from circles unlikely to be appreciative of the need for sovereign flexibilities.\textsuperscript{28}

Whether the Declaration will function in this way depends, however, on its credibility—on whether it is perceived as thoughtful scholarship or as pure advocacy. Our concern is that some provisions push the line on flexibilities to the point where the Declaration is more likely to be viewed as the latter.

Most glaringly, the provision on patent scope states, “Articles 27 and 28 of the TRIPS Agreement do not prevent states from limiting the protection conferred by a patent to products or processes in relation only to the specific function(s) of the invention expressly claimed in the patent.”\textsuperscript{29} Article 27, which requires protection for advances that are “new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application,”\textsuperscript{30} is not related to scope, so it is only marginally relevant to this question (more on this below). However, Article 28 delineates the required scope of protection. Significantly, it differentiates between product and process patents. For products, Article 28 requires that the patent confer the exclusive rights “to prevent third parties not having the owner’s consent from the acts of: making, using, offering for sale, selling, or importing for these purposes that product.”\textsuperscript{31} For
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processes, it requires that the patentee can “prevent third parties not having the owner’s consent from the act of using the process, and from the acts of: using, offering for sale, selling, or importing for these purposes at least the product obtained directly by that process.”

It is difficult to square the notion that a nation can limit product patents to the disclosed functions with the fact that TRIPS makes this differentiation, for a product patent that is limited to only particular functions is essentially a patent on the processes for achieving those functions. The best way to see this is to consider enforcement. The holder of a true product patent (that is, a patent that covers the product itself) can monitor the market and sue anyone who appears to be making, using, selling, offering to sell, or importing the product without authorization. It is therefore relatively easy to stop unauthorized activity. The patentee must prove the defendant’s product falls within the claims of the patent; it might also face a challenge to validity, but—it is not forced to prove what use the defendant is making of the product. In contrast, the holder of a product patent of the type envisioned by the Declaration must prove that the product is being used for one of the specified functions. In other words, the patentee would have to prove exactly what the holder of a process patent must prove: that the defendant is actually using the patented information in a specific way. Where the end-users are consumers, and in countries that offer little discovery, holders of process patents have found it difficult, if not impossible, to sustain the burden of making that sort of showing.

Had TRIPS negotiators meant to require only this level of protection, they could have simply limited the patent obligation to the protection of processes. Or if they preferred to make distinctions, they might have eschewed the common terminology, which can be easily misunderstood, and instead required member nations to protect the right to make and the right to use (sometimes called “howtomake” and “howtouse” patents). Presumably, they did not adopt either of these options because it is well recognized by innovation economists that process patents are much weaker than product patents. Process patents may be all that an inventor can obtain in certain circumstances and, in those cases, they may be better than no protection at all. But a system that relies on nothing but species of process
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The patent system is also designed to encourage early patenting: all industrialized countries now award patents to the first to file an application. Even before the United States adopted that position in 2011, its law included a series of bars that pushed inventors to apply quickly. Early patenting discloses inventions before others have devoted resources to re-discovering them and it immediately exposes any new underlying principles to others. Further, as John Duffy has argued, the earlier a patent is applied for, the sooner the protected invention falls into the public domain. But if some countries were to limit product patents to the functions disclosed, they would undermine this system. It is not unusual to create a product for one purpose and then to find other applications. Under the Declaration’s approach, an inventor would tend to delay patenting until it discovered all the major functions of the product, for only then would it be able to recoup the full benefit of inventing it. Even if the inventor only cared to capture profits from one function, it might delay. After all, if new functions were found after the patent issued, the inventor would face the enforcement problem described above: it would be required to prove the defendant was using the product to perform the function described in the patent, not the one invented later. Because the world’s patent application processes are, in a sense, tied together through the priority rules of the Paris Convention, it is inconceivable that TRIPS negotiators would, without debate, have given countries “latitude” to adopt rules that encourage late patenting.

Admittedly, the Europeans have taken the position that product patents can be limited to the disclosed function, but they have done so only in the case of gene patents. For example, German and French patent laws include provisions that gene
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patents cover only the function of the gene described in the specification. 43 And the
Court of Justice for the European Union has adopted a variation on the same theme,
holding in Monsanto v. Cefetra that a product containing a protected gene is
infringing only when the gene is functioning. 44

But these actions do not suggest the Declaration’s view of the scope of
product patents is correct. First, this approach to gene patents has not been
challenged in the WTO. Accordingly, there is nothing to say it is TRIPS compliant.
Second, genes represent a very special case in that they have so many functions,
giving patent holders rights over all of them would substantially impede scientific
progress. 45 In addition, genes do not disappear as products are altered. For example,
the patented gene in a plant will still exist when the plant is harvested, turned into
feed, and given to cows that are later made into hamburger. The Europeans may, in
short, be making a category error: the difficulty with gene patents isn’t scope; it’s
subject matter. Genes are fundamental building blocks of nature; they are not
“inventions” and should not, in their pure form, be the subject of patents.

That, indeed, is the position the United States Supreme Court took in AMP
v. Myriad, 46 where it held that genomic DNA (gDNA) is not patentable subject
matter (but that complementary DNA (cDNA), which is synthesized, is patentable).
The High Court of Australia went even further. In D’Arye v. Myriad Genetics Inc., 47
where the Court held both cDNA and gDNA unpatentable, the Justices concluded
as follows:

When proper regard is paid to their emphasis on genetic information, the
subject matter of the claims lies at the boundaries of the concept of
“manner of manufacture”. That it does lie at the boundaries is further
evidenced by the odd consequence that if the claims are properly the
subject of a patent, the patent could be infringed without the infringer
being aware of that fact. That consequence coupled with the very large,
indeed unquantified size of the relevant class of isolated nucleic acids, all
of which bear the requisite information, raises the risk of a chilling effect
upon legitimate innovative activity outside the formal boundaries of the
monopoly and risks creating a penumbral de facto monopoly impeding the
activities of legitimate improvers and inventors. 48

In defense of what they have done, the Europeans might argue that because
they could have excluded gene patents entirely, they are free to grant limited
protection. That argument hinges on whether genes can be excluded from patenting
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under Article 27 (i.e., on whether the *Myriad* cases are compatible with TRIPS)—perhaps that is why the Declaration included Article 27 in its statement about scope. But this argument works only in cases where a product could be excluded entirely. It would permit the exclusion of other natural phenomena and, per the Australian case, perhaps other technological platforms, such as basic molecular shapes (for example, buckminsterfullerenes or carbon nanotubes) and metabolic pathways, where patenting might similarly chill “legitimate innovative activity outside the formal boundaries of the monopoly.”\(^49\) But it does not support the general claim made in the Declaration that *all* product patents can be limited to the declared function. And even then, there is a question. TRIPS permits outright exclusion of advances that are not “inventions,” but it does not state whether a country can take action less drastic than outright exclusion. While a reading that allows countries to adopt less radical options gives states more tools for tailoring law to their needs, Dinwoodie and Dreyfuss note that strong arguments can be made that the TRIPS Agreement should be read as putting states’ feet to the fire. That is, if they decide a field presents a special problem, they must be willing to accept the political repercussions of entirely excluding that field from patenting.\(^50\)

While the rule on scope provides the most obvious clue that the Declaration is somewhat less than balanced scholarship, other elements also undermine its credibility. Basic rules of evidence refrain from putting the burden on a litigant to prove the absence of a fact. Yet the recommendations on compulsory licensing instruct states that they can shift to the patentee the burden of proving the nonexistence of the conditions said to require a license.\(^51\) In apparent contradiction to Article 31(g) of TRIPS, the Declaration takes the position that once awarded, a compulsory license can continue even if the circumstances for it have ended.\(^52\) There is also convoluted language that may mean the states need not consider the effect of such licenses on investment in innovation.\(^53\) Furthermore, the Declaration claims that the government can use patents without authorization for any purpose—presumably, including entirely private purposes for profit.\(^54\) The measures on undisclosed information draw a distinction between “disclosing” undisclosed information and “relying” on undisclosed information.\(^55\) While it is technically correct that these are two different actions, the history of Article 39.3 of TRIPS on trade secrets belies the notion that the provision was meant to permit generic drug companies to rely on the safety and efficacy information another firm

\(^49\). *Cf.* Ariad Pharm., Inc. v. Eli Lilly & Co., 598 F.3d 1336, 1340 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en banc) (invalidating claims essentially drawn to the operation of the NF-κB metabolic pathway on the ground that the patent failed to provide an adequate written description of the invention).
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generated at great expense as long as the generics have not been granted the ability to physically view it.\textsuperscript{56}

II. INCENTIVES TO INNOVATE

Even if the Declaration was correct in its interpretation of individual provisions of the TRIPS Agreement, it does less to “clarify regulatory options” than it might. The thrust of the document is that states can strike the appropriate balance by adopting all of the options the Declaration sets out. But that is true only if a state has absolutely no ambition to be inventive in its own right. Perhaps such states exist. Certainly, there are nations that are so lacking in universities, trained workers, laboratories, or even laws that facilitate the accumulation of capital or risk-taking that they are unlikely to reach the global technological frontier in the near future. Many states can, however, still invent in ways that can make important social contributions. Demand within the local market can encourage the establishment of a creative sector. Furthermore, successful early efforts to innovate for local consumption can lead to the development of needed infrastructure and, eventually, to the ability to generate innovations that appeal to broader markets. The copyright industries have already seen this progression (witness Bollywood) and with a judiciously crafted patent system, the same could easily happen on the technology side.

A truly minimalist approach of the type implied by the Declaration could, however, significantly hamper progress of this sort. Reconsider the first two examples set out in the previous section: the recommendation to refuse protection for incremental advances, such as finding a second use for a known product, and to limit patent protection on products to the functions disclosed in the specification. On its own, either option would provide a modicum of protection. Thus, in a country that denies patents on second uses but adopts the usual approach product patents, a second (sequential) use—if found during the period when the initial product is patented—will be protected by that patent.\textsuperscript{57} If the second use is found by the holder of the product patent, the holder can capture the return on the new use for the remainder of the patent term on the original invention.\textsuperscript{58} If the second use is found by someone else, the two inventors can enter into a contractual arrangement to share in the profits generated by the new function. Arguably, they


\textsuperscript{57} See, e.g., Jerry R. Green & Suzanne Scotchmer, On the Division of Profit in Sequential Innovation, 26 RAND J. ECON. 20 (1995) (analyzing the complex relationship between the original and sequential innovator); see also Bhaven N. Sampat & Kenneth C. Shadlin, TRIPS Implementation and Secondary Pharmaceutical Patenting in Brazil and India, 50 STUD. COMP. INT’L DEV. 228 (2015) (showing that the impact of § 3(d) would not have been as disastrous had India protected product patents when the original molecule was invented).
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will allocate them in accordance with the relative value of the two uses. If the second inventor gets a patent of its own and refuses to license, states can adopt the provision in TRIPS permitting them to grant compulsory licenses in the case of blocking patents.59 Again, the license fee would presumably reflect the added value of the second use. Alternatively, if the country adopts the Declaration’s theory that a product patent covers only the disclosed function, but permits second use patents, then the patent on the first use protects the first inventor and the patent on the new use will permit the sequential inventor to capture a return on that invention. (There will be no blocking as the first patent would not extend to the second use).

But what if a country adopts both pieces of the Declaration’s advice? The second use would not be covered by the first patent because it would not have been disclosed in the application. And it could not be covered by a new patent because such patents are barred. Yet incremental innovation is extremely important. In the pharmaceutical field, for instance, many significant therapies are found during the course of treating patients for other illnesses.60 More generally, one reason disclosure is a crucial element of the patent regime (and experimental use provisions are important) is so that others can find applications the first inventor did not consider.61 Perfecting these new advances can nonetheless be expensive. Accordingly, they too can require a system that encourages investment.

For developing countries, there is arguably a special reason to preserve a means for protecting incremental innovation, for many inventions require modification to local conditions. Seed companies, for example, may not optimize for soil and climate conditions in countries that do not farm on a commercial scale;62 pharmaceuticals are not always developed to deal with the absence of refrigeration;63 mechanical inventors may invent under the assumption that customers will enjoy a source of continuous energy. As David Opderbeck argued in the context of pharmaceuticals, firms in countries at the cusp of development, free from the expectation that they introduce “blockbuster” products, are particularly well situated to identify, and invent for, such niche markets.64 Countries may thus be better off with a patent system that encourages adaptations of important breakthroughs to domestic needs than with one that reserves protection to the sort of leaps its own residents are unlikely to make. Whether it is better to adopt law that

59. TRIPS Agreement, supra note 3, art. 31(l).
60. See Sem, supra note 41, at 139.
frees second uses from patenting but permits patents on products, or vice versa, is a hard question and guidance would be helpful.

The Declaration raises many other issues of this sort. Is the approach it sets out for compulsory licensing the best way to encourage anyone (locals or foreigners) to develop the products for which a developing country might have a unique need? What of an open-ended provision on government use by for-profit subcontractors? Or the discretion to deny injunctive relief if “the legitimate interests of parties may be adversely affected” or if the injunction is “contrary to the public interest”\(^\text{65}\) As Alan Sykes has argued in the case of pharmaceutical research, the dearth of research in diseases of particular importance to developing countries may well come from the excessive willingness of developing countries to use exceptions, limitations, and flexibilities.\(^\text{66}\) Ironically, the result of using these exceptions is that the more important and needed an innovation, the more likely exceptions and limitations will apply and the patent holder will be stripped of its ability to fully recoup costs. Such a situation can only discourage investors, both local and international, and exacerbate the problem nonmarket economies face in motivating research geared to their needs.

If the Declaration is truly aimed at clarifying options within the current framework, then it could do better than to set out minimalist options with no indications of their disadvantages, little guidance on which combinations work best and which are to be avoided, and no advice on what sorts of outside interests are “legitimate” or, in the long term, “contrary to the public interest.” Indeed, if the ultimate goal is to make the system better as a whole, the Institute’s approach can also be criticized for missing the big picture.\(^\text{67}\) The entire thrust of the Declaration is to promote sovereign authority—to give nations the power to promote their own parochial objectives. But enhancing the autonomy of each country to design its own patent system fails to consider the value of coordination, of building a patent system that takes into account the needs and capabilities of the entire globe. We next turn to an approach that introduces a concept of proportionality as a substitute for the Declaration’s vigorous support for sovereignty. In our view, global regulations aimed at coordinating the international innovation system would be better at drawing out innovation that increases consumer welfare, it would be more equitable, and it would increase economic efficiency.

### III. CREATING A BETTER BALANCE

The two Declarations are not the Max Planck Institute’s only forays into the debate over regulatory sovereignty under the TRIPS Agreement. In another
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initiative, the Institute participated in a project suggesting modifications to TRIPS that would go beyond the clarification of existing options to expand the Agreement’s latitudes. While we are sympathetic to the objectives of all of these efforts, we suggest that it is time to contemplate a more transcendent reform. In its essence, international lawmaking is intended to facilitate coordination among national systems. Rather than fight this goal by identifying loopholes that can be exploited to maximize sovereign authority, it is worth considering steps to deepen the degree of coordination. In this section, we demonstrate how a global perspective on two issues—the obligation to adopt a twenty-year term of protection and international exhaustion—would promote innovation on a worldwide scale and, at the same time, strike the appropriate balance among generations of innovators, between innovators and consumers, and take account of both developing and developed countries’ views and aspirations.

A. Term of Protection

The TRIPS Agreement requires all WTO members to adopt a twenty-year patent term for all technologies. This is an easily administered system. However, it leaves countries with only standards on the availability of patents (issues such as the subject matter of protection or the height of the inventive step) and the breadth of protection (exceptions, compulsory licenses, government use rights, and the like) to use as tools for balancing competing interests. These are the techniques the Declaration advocates, but as we saw, their use lowers domestic incentives to innovate, including especially incentives to meet needs that foreigners are unlikely to identify or fulfill. Even the threat that a compulsory license might issue or that a judge will find that an injunction may affect a legitimate interest or impinge on an ill-defined concept of social welfare can scare potential investors and prevent them from transferring technology to a developing country or devoting resources to its technology sector. As important, use of these flexibilities gives the impression of shirking: that countries that use them are free riding and not paying their fair share of the costs of development. That perception, in turn, leads developed countries to demand the elimination of the flexibilities—that is, to argue over how TRIPS should be interpreted and to negotiate TRIPS-plus agreements. To developing countries, however, these actions are viewed as attempts to force them to forego use of inventions that would improve social welfare or to require them to pay foreigners
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AIDING TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

for advances that would, in all likelihood, have been invented anyway.72 In the end, both sides see the agreements as unfair.73

But economists have long understood that the term of the patent can be used in much the same way as patent breadth to balance competing interests and calibrate the patent reward.74 Typically, their arguments concern differences in technological fields and lead to recommendations to vary the length of the term to accommodate factors such as the cost of research in each field, the social value of invention within that sector, and characteristics of the demand function.75 The proposals are then routinely rejected because lawyers consider them impossible to administer. It would be difficult to calculate the optimum term for each technology, to update the calculation as fields mature, or to deter skilled patent prosecutors from drafting around the categories to obtain longer terms for their clients.

However, as Donoso has argued, the length variable could be used on a geographic basis to achieve a much-sought balance.76 Instead of imposing on all WTO members a minimum term of twenty years, the TRIPS Agreement could require protection for a term that the WTO would calculate on the basis of each country’s wealth.77 This single change could turn everything around. Developing countries would contribute to the overall global effort to innovate according to their individual capacities to pay. They would thus no longer find it imperative to use flexibilities, exceptions, and limitations, which reduce their contributions and diminish investments in innovation, but are perceived as necessary to address the unbalanced nature of the basic regime.78 If wealth were used to calculate the required patent term, developing countries might, in fact, become pro-protection, as they would then carry the same burden, measured in proportion to their affluence, as would a developed country.

This approach would be easy to administer: the country of registration is immutable and the term would be set according to an objective criterion, such as

72. See, e.g., Rochelle Dreyfuss & Susy Frankel, From Incentive to Commodity to Asset: How International Law is Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property, 36 MICH. J. INT’L L. 557, 575 (2015) (claiming that FTAs can be seen as requiring countries to bring laws into closer harmony, i.e., granting greater patent protection in more developed countries to their detriment).


76. DONOSO, GLOBAL SOLUTION, supra note 13, at 9; DONOSO, PROPORTIONAL REWARDS, supra note 13, at 115.

77. See Donoso, Proportional Rewards, supra note 13, at 125–30 (providing an example of what such a formula might look like).

78. Id. at 125–26, 131–34.
gross domestic product. Under this system, a country suffering from a bad economy would be allowed to establish a shorter term of protection. But once its economic problems are solved, conditions improve, and it is in a position to contribute more to the technological progress of humanity, it would be required to extend the exclusivity period for future inventions.\(^79\) As with the current TRIPS Agreement, the WTO-calculated term would represent the minimum required; countries could choose to adopt a longer period of protection, either across the board or for special cases, such as for pharmaceutical inventions, in order to ensure that inventors receive adequate remuneration.\(^80\)

Varying the patent term could be coupled with other obligations. For example, a country that is allowed a shorter term could be required to forego other flexibilities, such as compulsory licensing in all but the most dire circumstances.\(^81\) The approach would have many advantages. A term certain, coupled with a reduced threat of losing exclusivity unpredictably, would furnish firmer grounds for investment. With greater certainty, local innovators would enjoy an incentive to engage in the sort of incremental innovation that their countries particularly need and that they are uniquely capable of providing. The system would also better motivate foreign inventors to invest locally and to engage in research on problems that are especially prevalent in developing nations. And the approach would decrease deadweight loss, for consumers who cannot afford to pay supracompetitive prices would have access to inventions sooner.

For nations that are having trouble identifying flexibilities, or implementing them into law (or on the ground) effectively,\(^82\) the option of adopting a shorter term would be an especial boon. The rule would be easy to implement and, if used instead of complicated modifications of patentability standards, would allow these countries to rely more on foreign examinations and permit their patent offices to join efforts, such as the patent prosecution highway, that lower the costs of administering the patent system.\(^83\) Further, it would eliminate much of the need for local post-grant challenges or for second looks by other government agencies.\(^84\)

---

79. See DONOSO, GLOBAL SOLUTION, supra note 13, at 92 (discussing in detail the frequency and effect of revising the term length and the positive implications that can be derived from applying a variable factor).
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This approach would also reduce the need for complex judicial determinations in the remedial stage of enforcement actions or in connection with applications for compulsory licenses.

But the major difference lies in the global impact of this approach. For inventions that are of equal interest to people all over the world, there would no longer be reason to think that developing countries are free riding or that the imposition of supracompetitive pricing is unjust. A regime that calibrated the term by reference to a measure of national wealth would, essentially, require countries to contribute to the cost of innovations that they use, in an amount (roughly) proportionate to their economic capacity to pay. The burden of supporting scientific advancement and technological development would, in short, be felt equally in all countries regardless of their state of economic development. Suspicions of free riding (on the one hand) and profiteering (on the other) might then abate. With a tool that equalizes the burden, the members of the WTO might also be willing to revive the negotiations that have been stalled for over a decade.

B. Exhaustion

All of the ideas discussed so far—clarifying the existing agreement, tweaking the current system, or (more dramatically) changing the patent term—suffer from one problem: countries that make money from their inventive capacity will not agree to any of these approaches because there is no coordination on the question of international exhaustion. Under the current TRIPS regime, as long as countries abide by their national treatment and most favoured nation obligations, they can, in the Patent Declaration’s words, determine “whether patent rights are to be exhausted nationally, regionally, or internationally.” As a result, once the patent holder makes embodiments of its invention available in any one country, other countries are free to “parallel import” them to their own territory, where they can then be sold or used without further authorization (or further payment), even in the face of large global price differentials.

Indeed, the Declaration doubles down and encourages states to use this flexibility. Thus, it points out that:

Some industries may be more prone to parallel imports than others; and some may depend more on price differentiation than others. States remain free to apply the concept of exhaustion that they expect to be most favourable for the development of the industry in the field of technology concerned.

Fevereiro 2001 (Braz.) (requiring the National Health Surveillance Agency (ANVISA) to review patent awards to ensure that they will not endanger public health).
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To be sure, the relationship between Article 27’s principle of nondiscrimination by field of technology and Article 6’s agnosticism regarding exhaustion presents a difficult question. Article 27’s ban on discrimination by field of technology forestalls special-pleading lobbying and thus ensures that all inventors receive equivalent opportunities to appropriate returns from their inventive efforts. Because parallel importation can undermine the rewards a right holder can obtain in any particular jurisdiction as surely as can any other flexibility a country might adopt, the ban should, in theory, apply there as well. However, Article 6 specifically states that as far as exhaustion is concerned, only issues related to the national treatment and most favoured nation obligations are subject to dispute resolution. It is therefore likely that WTO members can recognize international exhaustion for some industries and not for others without fear of a TRIPS challenge in the DSB.

The harder question is whether encouraging international exhaustion promotes the values of international intellectual property law (or even the Declaration’s goal of increasing regulatory sovereignty). Arguably, it does the opposite. International exhaustion, coupled with cheap transportation costs and dramatic increases in global trade, can make countries hypersensitive to externalities generated by their trading partners. Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc. furnishes a good example. The case involved a claim that the importation of cheap textbooks from Thailand into the United States infringed the publisher’s copyrights. After the Supreme Court recognized a doctrine of international exhaustion in U.S. copyright law, thereby allowing importation of the texts, Wiley announced it would increase the price of the international editions of its books. Access for Thai students will thus decrease, even as the books become cheaper for already-privileged Americans.

To make matters worse, TRIPS’s failure to coordinate rules on parallel importation means that countries like Thailand have no control over whether

88. TRIPS Agreement, supra note 3, art. 6.
89. Whether such action would be subject to challenge under other provisions of the GATT is a different question and beyond the scope of this article.
countries like the United States recognize international exhaustion and allow importers to roam the world for the best deals on protected works. Nor can one nation control the conditions under which other countries permit parallel imports—for instance, whether they permit them only when right holders voluntarily put goods on the market at prices they set themselves, or also allow it when threats of compulsory licenses, government takeover, or price controls coerce right holders into selling at reduced prices. And while TRIPS can certainly be interpreted to require right holders to affirmatively exercise their right to exclude (presumably, that is why the concept is referred to as “exhaustion”), arguments have been made that anytime goods are lawfully on the market (for example, through the use of compulsory licenses or in the absence of a local patent), parallel importation is permissible.

To put the point more generally, a key reason for international intellectual property law is to prevent each country’s intellectual property policies from spilling over outside its borders and affecting the way other nations have balanced the interests of domestic users and producers. Rules permitting parallel importation violate that principle by creating extremely interdependent markets. Accordingly, they encourage countries that see high levels of protection as desirable locally to inflict that view on nations where less protection is more appropriate. For example, because TRIPS takes no position on price controls, countries enjoy substantial leeway to ameliorate the effect of patents on important products, such as pharmaceuticals. But the availability of low-price medication on world markets has led the United States to negotiate new free trade agreements that limit governmental authority over price setting. Similarly, the United States has sought to cabin exclusions from protection and compulsory licensing. Indeed, its strident position on data exclusivity may stem less from the desire to earn high profits in places like Central America and more from the fear that cheap drugs will become available for export.

An international rule on parallel importation would be helpful if it did no more than add a definition of exhaustion to Article 6. For example, the Agreement could make it clear that the patent holder cannot be regarded as having exhausted its

95. See, e.g., KORUS, supra note 94, art. 18.8(2).
96. See, e.g., AUSFTA, supra note 81, art. 17.9(7).
interests unless it voluntarily allowed its goods to be sold (and then, perhaps, only if the price was not influenced by governmental action or threats of such action). But a complete bar on parallel importation would be most efficient economically, for it would allow the right holder to squeeze out deadweight loss. Or as Sykes put it:

If trading nations as a whole ban parallel imports, pharmaceutical patent holders should be willing to sell their products at a low price to nations where customers cannot afford to pay much for them as long as that price covers the marginal cost of making the drug and delivering it. They will be willing to do so because each sale yields some profit, and they need not fear that their low-priced sales in one market will be re-exported to undercut their prices elsewhere.98

Sykes was speaking of pharmaceutical products, but his conclusion applies to all patented inventions. Because segmenting markets prevents externalization of the costs of each country’s policies, there would be less reason to be concerned about how individual nations balance intellectual property rights against other interests. A coordinated international exhaustion system would thus make the Declaration’s other recommendations considerably more palatable and it would also allow countries to freely experiment with intellectual property protection in ways the Declaration did not anticipate. Moreover, it might reduce the pressures currently placed on developing countries to enter into new agreements that further reduce access for their consumers and for follow-on inventors.

A rule that bars international exhaustion would also further the goals of the proportionate-return system discussed above. Strictly speaking, a complete bar is not a prerequisite to the proposal for varying the patent term according to national wealth.99 As long as exhaustion is properly defined, a patentee could avoid losing global profits by withdrawing from markets in countries with shorter terms once its patents in those countries have expired. Admittedly, at that point, third parties could enter the market. However, the patentee could rely on Article 28’s exclusive right of importation to require countries where the patent remains in force to prevent those parties from selling goods in their territories. Nevertheless, a bar on parallel imports would work better. Patentees who leave markets forego the possibility of earning a competitive return. With lower prospective profits, the patentee may be unwilling to make the investments necessary to enter in the market in first place (especially, as with pharmaceuticals, where the cost of entry is high). An international rule on exhaustion would thus not only ensure each country shoulders a burden of the cost of development, it would also make it more likely that patentees will be willing to exploit these markets and make their inventions available to those who live in places where the term is less than twenty years.

98. Sykes, supra note 66, at 64.
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CONCLUSION

The Max Planck Declaration is a noble effort to clarify national options under the TRIPS Agreement. In a sense, however, it is too noble an effort. Its aggressive interpretation of certain of the Agreement’s provisions undermines the credibility of the enterprise as a whole. Moreover, if adopted in toto, the Declaration would extinguish local incentives to invent and undermine the effort to move all nations to the technological frontier, where they can become innovative in their own right. More reasonable positions, explained in greater detail, would be far more useful.

In the final analysis, however, it is not clear whether the problem with TRIPS is, as the Declaration implies, too little sovereign authority, or whether the trouble is insufficient coordination. The TRIPS Agreement eschews use of the patent term to balance competing interests. Were the WTO to focus on that variable and calculate the minimum term based on each nation’s ability to pay, the system would more fairly distribute the burden of contributing to the advancement of knowledge. When coupled with a ban on parallel importation, such a regime would also be more efficient economically, for it would lower worldwide examination costs, permit discriminatory pricing, and eliminate deadweight loss. It would also encourage global compliance and reduce pressure for inappropriate levels of top-down harmonization. Both developed and developing countries’ interests will be satisfied and, more importantly, a better and balanced system will be created. More innovation would follow.